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Painting the landscape presents many opportunities for self-expression, as well as an

opportunity to address some of the formal aspects of picture making, and the chance to convey

an impression of one’s surroundings. For myself, landscape painting was initially a welcome

break from the confinement of the literal description required with portraiture, which is among

the types of paintings that I do.
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Dramatic Color in the LandscapePainting Land and Light in Oil and PastelBrian

KeelerContentsSpecial OffersSupplies You NeedIntroductionMaterials for the Landscape

Artistgetting better acquainted with colorColor Terms to KnowBasic Color SchemesTypes of

Color Harmonymaking color dramaticConsidering Color TemperatureEmbracing High-Chroma

ColorChromatic ExpressionFractured ColorGlazingIntuitive ColorArranging and Pushing

ValuesFarmland: Working in High-Chroma ColorGorge Waterfall: Developing a Warm Color

SchemeVineyard Sunset: Glazing for Luminosityexpressing through composition &

formatExploring Format PossibilitiesComposition Strategies for Creating Dynamic

MovementEnsuring Dynamic Points of InterestRocky Landscape: Composing in a Square

FormatNeighborhood Street: Taking a Wider ViewWhat Will Your Sky Say?Conveying the

CloudsSeeing and Stating the LightBacklighting for DramaWater Reflecting the Sky and

LandNight SkiesMoonlit Street: Maximizing a Cool PaletteBeach Sky: Trying a Scene in Two

Different Mediumsconveying perspectivePerspective Terms to KnowLinear

PerspectiveDeciding the Eye LevelAnalyzing Angles & Their RelationshipsAerial

PerspectiveGaining New Inspiration From a Familiar LocationSeaside Sky: Keeping Clouds in

PerspectiveCityscape: Perfecting Street Scene PerspectiveDedicationAbout

AuthorAcknowledgmentsSupplies You NeedThe supplies you need to pursue landscape

painting will depend on your medium(s) of choice, and largely on your personal preferences for

painting outdoors and in the studio. Following is a comprehensive list of the materials the

author recommends.Experiment with various products and equipment to discover your own

preferences. The specific paint colors and painting surfaces used to complete the studio

paintings in the demonstrations in this book are listed at the beginning of each project.The

author painting from the rocks at the harbor in Stonington, Maine, one beautiful morning in

August. The finished plein air study appears again in the Conveying the Clouds section.Pastels

| 36–96 sticks of colorOil Paints | The author’s palette includes:Alizarin Crimson • Black • Burnt

Sienna • Burnt Umber • Cadmium Orange • Cadmium Yellow (Light, Medium, Deep and

Lemon) • Cadmium Red Light (or Cadmium Scarlet) • Cerulean Blue • Chromium Oxide Green

• Cobalt Blue • Hansa Yellow • Naples Yellow • Permanent Rose • Phthalo Blue • Phthalo

Green • Prussian Blue • Raw Sienna • Raw Umber • Ultramarine Blue • Venetian Red (or

Indian Red) • White • Yellow Green (Utrecht hue) • Yellow OchreAcrylic Paints | For toning the

canvas, including: Neutral Gray (Utrecht hue) • Burnt Sienna • Raw SiennaSurface | For

pastels: Canson Mi-Teintes pastel paper • 140-lb. (300gsm) cold-press watercolor paper • Art

Spectrum pastel paperOptions for plein air oils: Canson Canva-Paper, 16" × 20" (41cm ×

51cm) or 20" × 24" (51cm × 61cm) • Heavyweight barrier paper or 150-lb. (244gsm) watercolor

paper coated with acrylic gesso • Multimedia Artboard • Linen or canvas panelsFor studio oils:

Stretched linen (fine-weave and medium-weave) • Linen or canvas panelsBrushes | Variety of

bristle, synthetic-sable and synthetic brushes, including Sablette (by Utrecht) and Silverwhite

(by Silver Brush) lines: Nos. 2 (Sablette), 4, 6 and 8 round • Nos. 1, 2, 4, 8 and 10 filbertOther

supplies | Palette • Palette carrier and cover • Portable and studio easels • Palette knives •

Solvents and solvent container • Acrylic gesso • Glazing/thinning mediums • Clove oil • Palette

knife • Water-filled spray bottle • Two L-shaped corners from a mat board (for a viewfinder) •

20" × 24" (51cm × 61cm) or 18" × 24" (46cm × 61cm) foamcore or Masonite support board

with two or four clamps • Sketch pad • Graphite and charcoal pencils • Kneaded eraser •

Masking tape • Craft knives • Other useful items for plein air painting • Reference

photosIntroductionPainting the landscape presents many opportunities for self-expression, as



well as an opportunity to address some of the formal aspects of picture making, and the

chance to convey an impression of one’s surroundings. For myself, landscape painting was

initially a welcome break from the confinement of the literal description required with

portraiture, which is among the types of paintings that I do. As much as I admire the fluid

portraiture of American expatriate artist John Singer Sargent, it is noteworthy that later in life

he found the portrait painting process rather tedious and discovered his greatest joy in outdoor

painting trips. I can identify with Sargent’s feelings.The desire to paint without the main goal

being to literally depict what one sees may seem odd to the nonpainter. In fact, it is sometimes

taken as a prerequisite that the creative (nonliteral) painting process represents some sort of

fibbing. But to me, the process of creating images is more akin to the novelist who creates from

real life but transmutes those experiences into a book representing a distillation of impressions,

and perhaps a higher truth. Taking liberties with color is another way of not being cloistered by

the tyranny of the literal and fits in with my general approach. Nonetheless, what is being

depicted in my paintings is almost always recognizable, and I think they are purchased and

admired for those same qualities. Still, landscape painting offers a chance to focus on the

formal elements of design and color and the inherent beauty of paint in a way that is quite

unique.Color is the most expressive tool that artists have in their toolbox. Often it can serve as

our most direct emotional vehicle and likewise resonate with the viewer on a very personal

level. Each artist’s choices are uniquely his own—subjective and biased—and there is no

guarantee of success or certainty of appeal. However, entering into a painting with an open

attitude of exploring the possibilities will be rewarded with genuine revelations. Learning to take

risks is an essential aspect of being creative with color, and in this book, I will show you how

taking those risks—armed with increased knowledge and your own intuition—can lead to

lasting visual impressions.In his seminal book Landscape Into Art, art historian Kenneth Clark

writes, “Facts become art through love, which unifies them and lifts them to a higher plane of

reality; and in landscape, this all-embracing love is expressed by light.” To me, this underscores

the process of painting landscapes. The act of painting one’s intimate impressions of nature—

clouds, atmosphere, topography and so on—becomes a vehicle to honor the uniqueness and

validity of our observations. The challenge is to carve this out without adhering to a ready-

made path or to another’s vision. At the end of the day, however, despite many influences, our

own voice emerges.SPRING LIGHT—ROUTE 187, SUGAR RUN, PAOil on canvas. 36" ×

40" (91cm × 102cm)Collection of David and Virginia Lovitz, Wyndmoor, PASpring is evident in

this stretch of Pennsylvania road along the river, with forsythia providing a splash of warm,

inviting color as the evening sun dapples the pavement.Materials for the Landscape

ArtistTRAVELING AND PAINTING: TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPSPainting on location,

whether at home or abroad, requires a well-organized portable painting system that you are

comfortable with. Consider the artists of yore who had to lug heavy equipment along, with only

rudimentary methods of getting around. Paul Cézanne trudged five miles each day from Mount

Sainte-Victoire in Aix-en-Provence with his painting equipment in a wheelbarrow. Our efforts

today seem cushy by comparison. We can only be thankful for the many modern tools and

transportation options now at our disposal.Included in this section are some of my methods,

materials and suggestions for transporting supplies and working outdoors. When traveling,

keeping your equipment light is key. As I have developed my own product preferences over

time, so will you. In the meantime, experiment with various options to discover the ones you

like.LOCATION MATERIALS FOR OIL AND ACRYLIC PAINTERSPalette carrier | Painters who

use oils or acrylics need a way to cover their palettes so the wet paint can be transported and

used on subsequent days. Plastic palette carriers (such as Masterson) are light and reasonably



priced, but I’ve found that some eventually buckle and become unsealable. I now use a thin, flat

wooden box which, although designed for holding pastels in a French easel, works perfectly as

a palette cover/protector. These strong, durable, inexpensive boxes are available in art supply

stores and online.Easel | I have used various easels over the years, and they all have certain

advantages. I currently use a Soltek easel (), which is strong and compact; even at nine

pounds, it is half the weight of a wooden French easel. This nifty easel has over a dozen

positions to accommodate standing, sitting in a chair and sitting on the ground. It sets up in

under a minute, which makes it ideal for capturing moments when the light is just right.

Although pricey, Soltek easels are well-made enough to last many years. Winsor & Newton

easels are the next best option; they are quite inexpensive and very light. Their fold-up model

(about fifty dollars) is a good choice for new artists.Brushes | Bristle brushes work very well for

covering broad areas. Utrecht’s Sablette brushes (filberts and rounds) are soft and allow for

detail as well as broad passages of paint. I have been using Silverwhite synthetic nylon

brushes as well, which are somewhat more universal. They are more springy and stiffer than

the Sablette, but not as stiff as the bristle hog’s-hair type.Generally, it is better to use the stiffer

type of bristle brush (such as boar’s hair or the nylon that simulates boar’s hair) when starting a

work. This type of brush holds more paint and enables you to cover broad areas with more

ease. The synthetic-sable types are better suited for the later stages of a work when you are

blending, fusing or otherwise finessing color or modeling form.The sizes of rounds I use

include nos. 2 (Sablette), 4, 6 and 8. The sizes of filberts I use are nos. 1, 2, 4, 8 and

10.Solvents | To dilute oil color and for cleaning brushes and palettes, you can carry odorless

turpentine, mineral spirits or turpenoid in a small can. When flying, I usually take along a small

bottle, shipped with my luggage so I have it ready when I arrive. Check with your airline for their

policies on transporting solvents.Painting surface | I like to carry a pad of Canson Canva-

Paper, available in 16" × 20" (41cm × 51cm) or 20" × 24" (51cm × 61cm). Another option is to

bring heavyweight barrier paper or watercolor paper (150-lb. [244gsm]), pre-treated with two

coats of acrylic gesso. You may wish to bring a roll of canvas, stretcher strips and a stapler to

make your own canvas on-site, but this requires more work. Still another option is Multimedia

Artboard. Because this product is very absorbent, a coat of gesso or Liquin is needed to make

it ready for paint. Wind River panels are another excellent option. These archival panels are

made with linen or canvas and glued onto lightweight supports.Paint | The following colors

work well for either oil or acrylic painting:• Raw Umber• Burnt Umber• Burnt Sienna• Yellow

Ochre• Naples Yellow• Cadmium Yellow (Light, Medium and Deep)• Cadmium Orange•

Cadmium Red Light• Venetian Red (or Indian Red)• Permanent Rose• Alizarin Crimson•

Ultramarine Blue• Cerulean Blue• Chromium Oxide Green• Phthalo Green• White•

BlackHighly recommended for oil painters only is Permalba White. Winsor & Newton’s Griffin

Alkyd quick-drying white paint is great for traveling. For tinting surfaces, I usually use Neutral

Gray acrylic paint from Utrecht and sometimes Raw Sienna (acrylic or oil) or Burnt Sienna

(acrylic). Try different brands to discover your own paint preferences.Glazing/thinning mediums

| An optional item for oil painters, Copal medium speeds the drying of oil paints. Liquin also

speeds drying and provides an even final varnish. The medium that I have been using as of

late is Utrecht Alkyd Glazing Medium, which is very similar to Liquin. Clove oil is an option that

slows drying, allowing more time for corrections if needed. I only use clove oil in the drawing

stage, not while painting.Solvent container | The best container I have found is a stainless-steel

model called the Petite Air-Tight Brush Washer. Clamps keep your turpentine or mineral spirits

from spilling while traveling, and a scrubbing device in the bottom allows pigments to settle.

Another exceptional airtight model of solvent container is sold by Holbein. A cheaper but less



effective option is setting two small aluminum cups on your palette to hold your solvent and

medium.Spray bottle | A small, water-filled spray bottle will help keep acrylic paint wet.Palette |

For plastic palettes, cut a piece of foamcore or mat board to go inside and cover it with

aluminum foil. Or, get a premade paper or wooden palette insert.Palette knives | I very rarely

use palette knives for the actual painting process, but I may use one to mix a large quantity of

paint. I favor the standard triangular-shaped one. Early in my career, I would always prepare an

extensive palette of about thirty colors and used a knife to mix in clove oil (which slows the

drying markedly). Now, I favor a fast-drying palette and therefore do not premix with a palette

knife.Two L-shaped corners from an old mat board | These may be held up and used as a

viewfinder by sliding them in either direction to alter the shape and composition of any

prospective painting.Other useful items | Things you will want to have when working outside of

the studio include:• Hat• Folding stool• Camera• Sunglasses• Sunscreen• Tall leather boots

if you plan to hike in the open fields; otherwise, comfortable hiking or walking shoes• Case for

carrying work• Sturdy tube for shipping work• Paper towels/ragsLOCATION MATERIALS FOR

PASTEL ARTISTSSurface board | I recommend a 20" × 24" (51cm × 61cm) or 18" × 24" (46cm

× 61cm) foamcore or Masonite board. Two or four clamps are useful for holding your paper to

the board.Paper | For pastel, I carry ten to fifteen sheets of Canson Mi-Teintes. For watercolor I

usually suggest carrying ten sheets of 140-lb. (300gsm) cold-press (I use Arches), which I also

recommend for those who wish to apply an acrylic wash before applying pastel. Carry a sketch

pad as well.Art Spectrum is a wonderful brand of paper that I just started using. This paper is

very durable, so much so that you can wash out areas that are not working out. You could also

use turpentine washes first as an underpainting before using pastel.Pastels | A Prismacolor

NuPastel pack of 96 colors is the traveling set I prefer. It also comes in smaller quantities,

including 36, 48 and 60. These nice sticks allow for detail as well as broad coverage of areas.

I’ve also used Schmincke and Rembrandt brands.Pencils | For pastel work, use 2B or 4B. A

variety of charcoal pencils, 2B and darker to 6B, are useful for sketching. Also keep on hand a

kneaded eraser.Masking tape | Masking tape comes in handy for a variety of reasons. One use

is to tape down the edge of your paper or canvas sheet to prevent it from blowing or flapping in

the wind.Craft knives | These utility blades (such as X-Acto) are useful for a variety of small

tasks, including shaping a pastel to a point or sharpening charcoal and carbon or graphite

pencils. The carbon and charcoal pencils are often too soft to be used in a conventional type of

handheld sharpener.KEUKA CLOUDSOil on canvas (studio painting). 40" × 46" (102cm ×

117cm)Collection of Caryl Flickinger, Penn Yan, NYKEUKA LAKE, NOVEMBEROil on canvas

on panel (study). 10" × 36" (25cm × 91cm)Private collection, Corning, NYFrom on-location

study to studio paintingI painted this piece mostly on location, on a beautiful, warm Sunday

afternoon in early November, and finished it in the studio from memory instead of using a

photo reference. The view is of Keuka Lake, just south of Penn Yan, New York, on the eastern

side. In the study, the format being a long rectangle, I decided to focus on the land and lake

and minimize the sky. The key elements are all clustered in a focal point in the upper right. In

the studio painting, I shifted this cluster to the lower right, thereby opening up the expanse of

the sky, and zoomed in for a closer view.My oil paletteMy studio oil colors, starting from the

upper left: white (usually Winsor & Newton Griffin Alkyd), Burnt Umber, Burnt Sienna, Yellow

Ochre, Naples Yellow, Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium Orange, Cadmium Red Light, Venetian Red

(or Indian Red), Permanent Rose and/or Alizarin Crimson, Ultramarine Blue, Cerulean Blue,

Chromium Oxide Green, Yellow Green (Utrecht) and Phthalo Green. Not shown here are other

colors I use that I consider neutrals, including black and Raw Umber. Also, lately I have been

using Cobalt Blue or Phthalo Blue, which I would put in between the Ultramarine and Cerulean.



Sometimes I add other colors to my palette, such as Hansa Yellow, Cadmium Yellow Lemon

and Prussian Blue.SETTING UP BACK AT THE STUDIOMy palette layout in the studio is not

any different from the way it is prepared for my plein air work. This basically consists of

arranging the colors around the outside of the palette in order of how they would appear on the

color wheel.The surface I use for my oils painted in the studio is stretched linen (fine-weave or

medium-weave) and linen or canvas panels.When I begin to work in the studio, I like to have

my small plein air study nearby, along with any sketches and photo references.As painters we

are always trying to see our work anew and to take in the overall look and progress. In my

studio, I have a large mirror mounted on a sturdy wooden easel and located behind me. The

purpose of the mirror is to offer a fresh view of the work. Periodically, I will look at the reverse

image of the painting in progress in the mirror, where I will sometimes be surprised by the out-

of-whack spatial divisions or other anomalies that I couldn’t see with a regular view.Standing

while working is also beneficial, especially during the early stages of a painting. Stepping back

from our canvas periodically and reassessing our work is facilitated by standing.CHAPTER

ONEgetting better acquainted with colorApproaching color in painting can be daunting, but

given a structure and familiarity with the main properties, it will add clarity to your work. In this

chapter we will explore some of the basic color terms, theories and ideas that will help us

articulate our artistic visions.PERUGIAN WALL—LAST LIGHTOil on canvas on panel. 18" ×

24" (46cm × 61cm)This painting of the ancient city of Perugia in central Italy was done on a

very windy day on a stairway. The play of light on the wall was what initially attracted me to the

scene, and this is what was blocked in quickly at the inception of the painting.LOADING THE

NETS, LIPARI MORNINGOil on linen. 36" × 40" (91cm × 102cm)Powerful primariesThis

interpretation of the docks in Lipari, off the north coast of Sicily, uses a zigzag composition to

lead the viewer through the image, with pauses here and there for the viewer to enjoy—a

character, a gesture, a color. Variations of yellow, blue and red stand out in this scene. There is

a depiction of myself painting on the wall in the upper left.Color Terms to KnowThis basic list

will introduce (or reacquaint) you with some of the terminology necessary for relating to color in

painting, including the three main properties of color: hue, value and intensity.Hue | The

general categorization of a color (i.e., blue or red).Value | The level of lightness or darkness of

a color, when its range of values is compared to a grayscale. Generally, the lightest value (or

white) is 10 on a scale of 1 to 10, and the darkest value (or black) is 1. Some reverse the

order.Intensity | The level of saturation or brilliance of a color, sometimes called chroma. Paint

containing an abundance of pure pigment is therefore saturated and stronger (higher chroma).

Lessening the saturation in any given hue is one way of controlling intensity. Other ways involve

diluting the hue with black, white or complementary hues.Saturation | This term is related to

intensity but refers also to how strong/pure or weak/diluted a color is.Tint | Any hue altered with

the addition of white.Shade | Any hue altered with the addition of black.Key | The

predominance of dark or light values in a painting. A high-key painting contains mostly light

values, and a low-key painting has mainly dark values.Primaries | The three main hues on the

color wheel: red, yellow and blue. These colors cannot be mixed from other color

combinations.Secondaries | The hues of green, orange and violet. These colors can be made

by mixing combinations of the primary colors red, yellow and blue.Tertiaries | The hues located

between the primaries and secondaries on the color wheel: yellow-green, yellow-orange, red-

orange, red-violet, blue-violet and blue-green. These colors can be made by mixing

combinations of the primary and secondary colors.Color chord | A system, plan, scheme or

organizing principle used to add strength and structure to the overall color approach in any

given work. This results in a more unified look and supports a mood. A color chord can be



formed by using a combination of two, three or four hues and is referred to respectively as a

dyad, triad or tetrad.Dyad | A color chord that may be formed by using two complements

(colors appearing opposite each other on the color wheel) or two near complements (such as

red with blue-green or yellow-green instead of green).Triad | A color chord formed by

combining three equidistant colors on the color wheel. Their positions form an equilateral

triangle.Tetrad | A four-color chord that may be formed in three ways: (1) by choosing two pairs

of complements whose connecting lines are perpendicular on the color wheel (for example,

yellow and violet with red-orange and blue-green); (2) by choosing two pairs of complements

that are separated by a single pair of complements on the color wheel, forming a rectangle—

for example, the tertiaries on either side of the complements of yellow and violet (yellow-

orange and blue-violet with yellow-green and red-violet); or (3) by choosing two adjacent hues

and two opposing hues that form a trapezoid on the color wheel (such as yellow and yellow-

orange with red and blue-green).The standard color wheelThe standard color wheel contains

twelve colors: three primaries, three secondaries and six tertiaries.The five-way color

sphereThe color sphere concept was devised by Swiss Expressionist painter Johannes Itten

and refers to his five-way color-mixing system. It’s intended to help you visualize the five

principle “routes” you can take to mix variant hues between two complements or opposites (in

this case, blue and orange).Visualize the color wheel as a disc slid into the sphere at its

equator. Going around the “equator” requires going through the normal color wheel. Moving

from either complement toward the center of the sphere (and therefore toward each other) will

neutralize the color. Heading north or south will produce tints (toward white) or shades (toward

black); each color will gradually be neutralized or lose chroma progressively.Basic Color

SchemesSome familiarity with basic color schemes—and being able to identify them in

paintings and in the observed world—is helpful for the artist, and using them will give structure

to the color in your artwork. Color skillfully positioned in key points is often much more

sophisticated than using color in abundance and haphazardly.Here are some basic schemes

for selecting and organizing colors in your paintings.MonochromaticJust one color with its

shades (additions of black) or its tints (additions of white).ComplementaryA pair of colors that

are exactly opposite each other on the color wheel. This is one way to form a dyad.Offset (or

near) complementaryOne color plus another color that is adjacent to the first color’s exact

complement. This is another way to make a dyad.Split complementaryAny one color, plus the

two colors adjacent to its exact complement.Double split complementaryTwo pairs of

complements that are separated by one color on the color wheel. This is one way to form a

tetrad.AnalogousAny three or four adjacent colors on the color wheel.Analogous plus

complementA group of adjacent colors, plus one complementary hue opposite the

group.TriadicAny three colors that are an equal distance apart on the color wheel (for example,

the primaries red, yellow and blue).
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